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Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov, together with the Prime Minister of Bulgaria Boyko Borisov,
August 26, officially will open the children's sports and recreation complex "Kamchia", which
is located in the homonymous locality 25 km south of Varna.

"At 25 km. from Bulgaria's sea capital - Varna is a paradise with a rare combination of ancient
forest, sand dunes, rivers and seas. Picturesque estuary Kamchia - one of the most unique
natural formations in Europe. Wide flooding of the river called "Longoza" has long attracted
the attention of tourists, offering a fantastic variety of landscapes and flora.
The mouth of the Kamchia river - one of the most beautiful places on the Bulgarian Black Sea
coast. Area is characterized by endless beaches, starting from the north on the terrain finger,
and ends in the south, the Black Point, near the village SHKORPILOVCI ... "- that is
described in the tourist area of Kamchia references.





This area and this is not particularly well known in Russia, even more surprising, from learned
about her in the Moscow mayor's office at the beginning of this century.
Nevertheless, in 2001, near Kamchia, Municipality of Moscow bought an existing hotel
Longoz "with the adjacent land. On the same site claimed investment funds from Germany and
Spain, but against the officials of the Moscow mayor's office, having already great experience
of participating in the tenders, the Germans and the Spaniards had no chance.
In August 2002, YM Luzhkov signed a decree N 1186 RP on drafting a health-improving
complex "Kamchia".



By the year 2005 was prepared and approved the project which includes reconstruction of the
Hotel Longoz "and an extension to his new wing Longoz-2. As well as the construction of two
camps, "Rainbow" and "Black Sea" for 600 people each. In addition, the camp provides for
construction of the summer amphitheater, indoor and outdoor pools, and the stadium. Just to
be built residential building for staff. Known about the decision to build a yacht marina.
At full capacity the camp "Kamchia" will start operating in late 2011. The complex will be
able to take 2000 people simultaneously. Children from Moscow since 2008 have the
opportunity to relax in the "Kamchia". At the moment, the complex can take 350 people.



Yuri M. Luzhkov, Vladimir Putin shows the layout of "Kamchia".

Construction is in phases. Hotel Longoz "was renovated in 2008. The new wing of the hotel -
"Longoz-2 was discovered in July 2009. City Hall is a cost of 8 million.

Just built a restaurant "Panorama", and updated restaurant complex "Crystal".
At Camp Rainbow, which will be ready by August this year, it invested 22 million euros. The
entire project will cost the City Hall at 100-120 million euros.
Complex "Kamchia" - the object of social value, in the summer here will relax the children of
Moscow's social programs. It is assumed that within a year "Kamchia" will accept Moscow's
veterans.
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One comment
A few comments on this post.

1. 
Victoria
Published on June 17

On the last photo shows the building Longoz-1. Building Longoz-2 has a semicircular
shape and closely adjacent to Longoz-1. This picture was taken with a maximum in



2008.
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